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Abstract
Groundwater is vital to the Barrington Area as it is the only feasible source of drinking
water. The Barrington Area Council of Governments (BACOG) is a regional planning
agency with jurisdiction over an approximately seventy-three square mile area, with its
center located approximately thirty-five miles northwest of Chicago. It consists of seven
suburban municipalities, and two townships. Population growth and development, recent
droughts, declining quality and quantity of deep aquifer water, and the lack of other
sources of water have increased the need for a greater understanding of the shallow
aquifer. Regional maps of shallow aquifers in Illinois exist at the state-wide level, but are
not as detailed as local government officials and planners would like. Existing maps
show general trends in bedrock geology and drift thickness, but very little variation for
regional planning purposes at the county and municipal level. Detailed subsurface maps
can be very expensive and time consuming to create as they might require the drilling of
new boreholes to generate more precise subsurface information. Using public water well
records provided by the Illinois State Geological Survey and GIS, a method of data
standardization was developed in order to make raw water well data more usable for
map-making procedures. Once the data was classified, maps and a 3D model were
created based on statistical averages of hydrologic conditions at over 24,000 points in the
BACOG study area. The products developed with this method bridge the gap between
the generalized regional state maps, and the current unavailability of more detailed
subsurface maps. This method is useful to local governments since it provides a closer
look at groundwater resources, and in a reasonable and relatively inexpensive time-frame.
Region, less than 2 percent of the land
area of the four states is depicted on
glacial geologic maps that contain
Population growth and local
sufficient detail to provide data for
development commonly create
making informed decisions (Berg et al.,
conflicting demands on available
1999). In the BACOG area, residents
groundwater resources (Logan et al.,
are completely dependent on
2001). Groundwater is often the only
groundwater. This paper will describe a
available or economically viable high
new method used to define and map the
quality potable water source for
shallow aquifer system using public data
domestic use. In the Great Lakes
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and GIS techniques. Although state
agencies are charged with development
of groundwater resource information, it
is either currently not available or it is
not available at the level of detail desired
by stakeholders. This practical approach
is for urban and regional planning
purposes using a mass of water well data
and statistical averages. Considering
current growth trends and the fact that
numerous area municipalities may have
to abandon their deep wells due to the
depletion of draw-downs at
unsustainable levels and quality
concerns, characterization of the shallow
aquifer system is a vital step in
furthering the Barrington area’s
groundwater planning and sustainability
research.
This paper will discuss data
development for this project, the creation
of several maps, and a 3D model of the
subsurface. A bedrock topography and
depth to bedrock map, and a map
depicting the thickness of aquifer
materials in contact with the bedrock
surface were produced using GIS.
Additionally a 3D model was developed
using the Spatial Analyst extension, and
ArcScene.
It is important to note that the
final products created from this data will
exceed the bounds of this project. The
data will be useful in creating a wide
variety of maps for the BACOG area in
the future. For this reason, the
discussion of data development is a
critical part of this research project.

center, and includes a very large portion
of suburban Chicago and large portions
of four of the most densely populated
counties in Illinois: Lake, Cook,
McHenry, and Kane Counties.

Study Area

Base Data

The study area goes beyond the limits of
the BACOG planning area. The study
area is approximately 600 square miles
and is in the shape of a square (Figure
1). It has the Village of Barrington at its

The Barrington Area Geographic
Information System (BAGIS) was used
to provide administrative and landmark
information. Where

Data Sources
Groundwater Data
The main data source for this project is
the ISGS public water well database.
The ISGS provided historical well log
information and locations for
approximately 24,000 water wells that
exist within the study area. Over 106,000
stratum records are associated with the
24,000 well point locations. The stratum
records contain geological materials
information and the depths at which the
materials occur, which is essential to
assigning the hydrologic units which are
the basis of this groundwater mapping
project.
Surface Elevation
The ISGS water well data includes a
field for the surface elevation of each
well. However, this field was left blank
for a very large portion of the wells in
the database. Surface elevation is a
required variable for this project. 10
meter Digital Elevation Models (DEM’s)
from the United States Geological
Survey (USGS) were used to obtain
surface elevations for the wells that did
not contain sufficient elevation data.
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Figure 1: The above map depicts the project study area in Northeastern Illinois. The green dots represent data points that were used to interpolate
surfaces for this project.

Sources of the data are the Barrington Area Geographic Information System (BAGIS 5)
and Lake, Cook, Kane and McHenry Counties. Well data is from the Illinois State
Geological Survey.
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to best categorize them. Some records
had to be changed to “null” if the
original description did not have enough
information, was too vague, or did not
have any information at all.
The first step to standardization
was familiarization with the data. This
was accomplished by creating a
summary table of the field that contained
the original geologic description. Over
15,000 unique terms (out of 106,000
records) were found. For querying and
mapping purposes, it was essential to
reduce that number to less than 1000, as
all of the descriptions would then fall
into four categories: aquifer, aquitard,
aquiclude, or bedrock.
Summary tables were created
periodically to monitor the development
of the classification technique, and to
identify patterns and the most frequently
occurring geologic materials in the
database. A list of categorical terms,
extraneous descriptors, and rules
concerning punctuation and adjectives
were created using the summary table.
Thomsen (2004) suggests
methods for assigning average hydraulic
conductivity values to geological
descriptions. Since hydraulic
conductivity is a measurable numerical
characteristic of soil material, it was
used to define the stratum of the shallow
aquifer system so that it would be easier
to classify the materials for mapping
purposes and to perform interpolations
based on the distribution of the well
points.
In using average hydraulic
conductivity values, the actual values are
not as important as the degree of
separation provided between the various
particles and mixtures of particles.
When used consistently, average
hydraulic conductivity values provide an
excellent mathematical and computer

BAGIS was not sufficient for the entire
study area, shapefiles for major roads
and interstates provided by the Illinois
Department of Natural Resources were
obtained. Shapefiles of the Fox and Des
Plaines Rivers have been digitized using
portions of BAGIS data and DEM’s
from the USGS as a guide.
Data Development
The inconsistencies in geologic materials
reporting create difficulties for
cartographers, GIS professionals, and
scientists because a particular geologic
unit may be described differently by
different drillers; each driller has a
unique style of data recording and
interpretation. Since water well
databases generally are historic or
archival, most digital databases were
created from paper records. An
additional source of error in water well
databases results from the manual entry
of hardcopy information into electronic
format (Abbey et al., 2001).
In order to make thematic maps
in GIS, classification systems are
necessary. In the case of water well
databases, classification of materials is a
time consuming challenge. However,
for the practical assessment of hydraulic
conditions to become cheaper, simpler,
and faster than current methods
classification of materials is a required
as a first step.
The following paragraphs are a
description of the approach used to
standardize the database and classify
geological materials into aquifer,
aquitard, aquiclude and bedrock units. It
is important to note that operations were
repeated many times in order to achieve
standardization. Once all operations
were complete, a portion of the records
had to be examined individually in order
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taken into account, and hydraulic
conductivity was assigned based on the
proportion of each material found in the
geologic description.
Given the nature of the original
descriptions, rules also needed to be
created for punctuation. Commas,
symbols, dashes, all needed to be viewed
as indicators of a proportion of a
material. This also required subjectivity,
since not all punctuation has the same
meaning to each driller. Generally, it
was assumed that commas signified an
equal proportion of each material in the
description. For instance “sand, gravel”
would signify “sand and gravel.”
Conversely, if there was no
punctuation between two materials, it
was interpreted to mean that the second
term carried a greater significance than
the first. For example, “clay sand”
became “clayey sand,” that meant it is
composed of forty percent clay and sixty
percent sand. All of the final
descriptions in the database are some
combination soil materials defined in
Table 1, with two exceptions. One
exception was broken or weathered
bedrock, which was described as
weathered rock and was classified as an
aquifer unit. The second exception was
hard bedrock materials which were not
assigned a hydraulic conductivity but
were simply assigned to the bedrock
unit.
A combination of the “find and
replace” tool, the field calculator, and
SQL queries were used to define and
classify the 15,000 unique descriptions
to approximately 650. For example,
“blue clay,” “coarse clay,” and
“yellowish fine clay” all have a
hydraulic conductivity of -7.5.
Therefore, they were all listed as “clay”
in the “new_description” field.
Adjectives such as color and texture

friendly approach to the separation of
materials by their ability to transmit
water.
This approach is not meant to be
used to estimate the actual hydraulic
conductivity of materials mapped, but
provide a means of determining the
relative locations of hydrogeologic units
for planning purposes (Thomsen et al.,
2006). Table 1 lists the average
hydraulic conductivity for the basic soil
types present in most shallow aquifer
systems (Sanders, 1998).
Table 1. Average Hydraulic Conductivity (K) of
Soil Materials.

Soil Material
Clay
Silt
Sand
Gravel
Cobbles
Boulders

Average
Log10 K (cm/sec)
-7.5
-5
-3
1
3
3

The terms (Soil Material) listed
in the above table are the components
that became the basis of categories used
to simplify the water well database.
Three new fields were added to the
database: new_description, k, and unit.
The original description was simplified
to reflect its basic composition using the
above table, assigned a hydraulic
conductivity, and unit: bedrock, aquifer,
aquitard, or aquifer.
Since many stratum descriptions
consist of more than just one of the soil
materials in Table 1, rules concerning
the proportion of each material were also
created. For instance, a stratum could be
composed of equal parts sand and
gravel, or forty percent sand and sixty
percent gravel. Many descriptions were
composed of up to five different
materials. All of this variability was
5

In order to obtain surface elevations, and
derive the elevation of the base and top
of stratigraphic layers, more data was
needed. USGS DEM’s were loaded into
ArcMap where they were projected to
overlay correctly with the water well
data. The study area is comprised of 20
quadrangles. With the exception of one
quad, all of the DEM’s are of 10 meter
accuracy. Only a 30 meter DEM was
available for the Wauconda quadrangle.
Using a spatial join, new elevations were
attached to each of the water well points.
Surface elevations are essential to
producing all of the maps for this
project.
Different data sources will have
nuances that make a spatial overlay
prone to error. Since this project
requires the overlay of two different data
sources, the potential for error must be
understood by the map reader, and
stakeholders who will use the
information generated in this project. 10
meter DEM’s should be assumed to be
very accurate since the USGS cannot use
information that does not meet certain
standards. However, even a small
vertical or horizontal error in one layer,
when overlain with another small error
in a different layer, can exaggerate or
diminish actual conditions.
In this project, the ISGS water
well locations present another possible
source of error. While most wells have
been placed as accurately as possible, it
is important to note that this historical
database was once completely reliant on
the Public Land Surveying System to
describe well locations. Many point
locations represent the center of the
smallest legal description of a property
and not the exact location of the well
(ISGS, 2007).
However, in recent years many
of the locations have been updated with

were removed from the description,
greatly reducing the number of unique
identifiers. Misspellings were corrected,
and punctuation, though taken into
account for proportion purposes, was
eliminated to streamline querying
procedures.
Once the new descriptions were
in place, the field calculator was used to
calculate hydraulic conductivity for each
of the 650 standardized descriptors,
depending on proportions of each
material defined in the soil description.
A hydraulic unit was then assigned to
each stratum. The bedrock units were
also coded at this time, but not in the
same way the aquifer units were coded.
Bedrock was not described by hydraulic
conductivity.
Bedrock consists of materials
like limestone, shale, and sandstone and
was assigned to a unit by querying the
new description field for bedrock terms.
Table 2 lists the units and the
corresponding range of hydraulic
conductivity (Thomsen et al., 2004).
Table 2. Ranges of K Values and Associated
Aquifer Units.

Unit
Aquifer
Aquitard
Aquiclude

Numerical Range
of Log10 K Values
-3.0 and greater
-5.0 to -3.01
-7.5 to -5.01

Once the aquifer units had been derived
from the old materials description, the
water well data development was
considered complete. Most or all
subsequent data analysis will directly
use the ‘unit’ field or the field holding
the average hydraulic conductivity.
Surface Elevation and Depth
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included, but the distance was also
enforced as a maximum since the closer
two points are together the more likely
they are to be similar. The cell size of
500 feet was chosen because it was
realistic concerning the input data. A
smaller cell size would have jeopardized
the accuracy of the interpolated surfaces.
The drift aquifer maps used for
the 3D model required a different set of
rules and methods. These maps will
likely be produced only once every 5 or
10 years by a GIS professional. These
stack maps are comprised of many raster
maps, at different depths. Since a
different amount of points were used to
create each layer, the search radius was
adjusted each time an interpolation was
created. The drift aquifer maps were
also created using the kriging method in
Spatial Analyst and have a cell size of
100 meters.

GPS, or technicians have used aerial
photos to place the wells in more
accurate positions. Since this project is
regional in focus, the error is considered
acceptable, yet the map products should
be viewed with possible error in mind.
Subsurface map products from this data
should not be taken literally at specific
locations, such as a small backyard.
However, the maps are representative of
the general area conditions.
Methods
Overview
The following sections describe the
creation of new groundwater maps using
the standardized water well data.
Bedrock topography, and preliminary
aquifer thickness maps were produced.
In addition, a 3-D model of the entire
study area was created.

Bedrock Mapping Methods
Interpolation
In order to obtain the bedrock elevation,
or topography, the entire database was
queried for the bedrock unit, and then
exported as a shapefile. Secondly, the
first instance of bedrock at each point
was obtained by joining the bedrock
database back to the original file that
contained only the well ID numbers and
general well information. The database
that contained the stratum information is
in sequential order from the top
elevation to the bottom elevation; when
it is joined back to the well ID file, only
the first instance remains. This process
created a new database containing only
the first instance of the bedrock, if there
were a record associated with that well
ID.
The wells that did not have any
bedrock stratum were removed from the
file. Finally, using the field calculator,

The dilemma of how to interpolate
surfaces in the Barrington area was a
difficult question. Software concerns,
map accuracy, and replication by future
staff and agencies were the most
significant themes. A method that was
accessible, standard, and simple enough
to be passed on to future users was a
major concern.
The ordinary kriging method in
spatial analyst was used to interpolate all
new maps, with a variable search radius
of 10560 feet (2 miles) with a minimum
of 3 points, with a cell size of 500 feet.
The point value was changed to be
higher but there was no significant
difference in the maps, the most
important factor was the search radius.
A search radius of 2 miles was chosen so
that outlying well points were still
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The most productive region in terms of
water production within the shallow
aquifer system is the region located
directly above the bedrock. This region
is composed of weathered and broken
bedrock and combinations of sand and
gravel and is referred to as the basal
aquifer. This water-bearing unit is the
most extensive in the BACOG study
area and is present everywhere except
for small portions of the area (Thomsen
et al., 2004).
The process to isolate the basal
aquifer in the database is more
complicated than the bedrock querying
process. Since the unit is described as
the aquifer unit lying directly on top of
the bedrock, the base is relatively simple
to define by querying for all aquifer
materials and then joining the results to
the bedrock topography database. The
top of the basal unit is difficult to define
for two reasons.
The first, is that even after all of
the stratum have been classified into
units and given a hydraulic conductivity,
there may be several of the same kind of
unit lying directly on top of one another.
Thus, difficulties exist to estimate a
thickness for the unit without first
grouping the basal aquifer units together.
For instance, a layer of cobbles may be
sitting on top of a layer of broken
limestone. Both are considered aquifer
materials, but are separate records in the
database even though they are lying one
on top of the other at the same well
location. It was necessary to find a way
to group layers together in order to
create a thickness map.
Second, some scientists carry a
strict view that the basal aquifer unit
consists only of aquifer materials that
satisfy a certain description, such as
broken limestone or weathered bedrock.

the topography of the bedrock was
determined by subtracting the depth of
the bedrock from the surface elevation at
each well point. The database records
were visually checked to confirm that
the bedrock database was correct;
erroneous records were then removed.
Errors included such mistakes as an
incorrect unit description (some records
which contained broken rock instead of
solid rock were eliminated), and records
containing errors in the reporting of
stratum depths were also removed (some
contained zeros).
A total of 10,051 points were
used in the interpolation of the bedrock
topography map. The resulting raster
was classified into 5 ranges, and mapped
(Figure 2).
Depth to Bedrock
Depth to bedrock was derived almost
exactly the same way bedrock
topography was derived. The field
calculator was used to subtract the
derived bedrock elevation from the
surface elevation. The result was
interpolated, classified into intervals, and
then mapped. This map relied upon the
same dataset as the bedrock topography
map.
However, the depth to bedrock
map is a better portrayal of the bedrock
topography in relation to the surface
elevation, which is very useful for urban
planning purposes. The depth to
bedrock map may also be called a drift
thickness map, and may be more
meaningful to different map readers
depending on how they interpret the title
(Figure 3).
Preliminary Basal Aquifer Thickness
Mapping Methods
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Figure 2 : The above map depicts the bedrock surface elevation in the study area.

Sources of the data are the Barrington Area Geographic Information System (BAGIS 5)
and Lake, Cook, Kane and McHenry Counties. Well data is from the Illinois State
Geological Survey.
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To interpolate this surface, ArcGIS
Spatial Analyst Extension and the krigging
method were used

Well point data from the ISGS was generalized
and examined for quality control and queried to
isolate the bedrock surface

This Digital Elevation Model (DEM) indicates
the estimated depth to the bedrock surface
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Figure 3: The above map shows the approximate depth to the bedrock, measured from the ground surface in US feet.

Sources of the data are the Barrington Area Geographic Information System (BAGIS 5)
and Lake, Cook, Kane and McHenry Counties. Well data is from the Illinois State
Geological Survey.
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The basal unit is too difficult to
delineate using the public water well
database. Many of the wells only
contain the description “sand and
gravel” where it is lying on top of the
bedrock. In a great proportion of wells,
a layer of broken limestone sits atop
bedrock, and atop of it a layer of sand
and gravel, or cobbles. The top of the
aquifer materials were delineated for
thickness mapping, rather than
delineating a basal surface based on
strict definitions of the term, and
because so many well logs contained a
very general description of materials on
top of the bedrock.
In order to group layers to create
the thickness map in Figure 4, the field
calculator was used to find where aquifer
units were lying on top of one another.
First, aquifer units were queried out of
the database. They were then joined to
the database containing the base points.
Where the points matched, a calculation
was completed to determine if there was
any space between the aquifer units.
Where there was none, that layer was
added to the thickness at that point. This
process was repeated a total of 11 times
to account for each instance where
aquifer units were lying on top of one
another.
The thickness was finally
determined by subtracting the top of the
bedrock from the highest aquifer strata at
each point. Data points in the bedrock
database that did not have aquifer
material present, were given a negative
value, to represent that an aquitard or
aquiclude was present at the bedrock
surface. 10,051 data points were used to
to interpolate the preliminary thickness
of aquifer units in contact with the
bedrock surface map. Of those data
points, 6, 120 points represented aquifer
materials.

Drift Aquifers
Creation of the drift aquifer cross section
required different methods, and more
specialized operations. Drift aquifers in
the BACOG area can be described as the
aquifers that reside in the glacial drift
materials above the shallow bedrock
unit. This may include the basal aquifer
unit, and any aquifer above it. Drift
aquifers are characterized by being
highly variable over a distance and
depth.
Several methods were
considered for modeling the drift aquifer
units. Initially, the methods described
for isolating the basal unit were going to
be employed for the drift aquifers. The
mapping and querying would be more
controlled by breaking the study area
into pieces based on surface elevation, or
a grid to limit false relationships.
However, it was decided that would not
eliminate enough of the error involved
with this type of highly variable data.
Instead, a method relying on the
recorded depths of each stratum was
developed. This method allowed for
more control over interpolation, and it
also lent itself better to 3D modeling.
The cross sections in Figure 5 are
the result of querying the aquifer,
aquitard and aquiclude units out of the
database at 5-foot intervals and
interpolating the results of each query to
create a single layer to represent the
average elevation represented by the
records that were selected. The query to
isolate the 5-foot intervals depended on
the top elevation of each stratum in the
database, and its individual calculated
thickness.
The following query is an
example of one of the basic queries used
to create each 5-foot layer.
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Figure 4: The above map depicts the aquifer materials in contact with the bedrock surface.

Sources of the data are the Barrington Area Geographic Information System (BAGIS 5)
and Lake, Cook, Kane and McHenry Counties. Well data is from the Illinois State
Geological Survey.
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To interpolate this surface, ArcGIS
Spatial Analyst Extension and the kriging
method were used

Well point data from the ISGS
was generalizedand examined for
quality control and queried to
isolate the the bedrock
surface and aquifer materials

This Digital Elevation Model (DEM)
indicatesthe estimated Basal Aquifer
Thickness
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Figure 5: The above figures are representations of the study area from the bedrock to the surface.
The figures were created by stacking layers at five-foot intervals.

Sources of the data are the Barrington Area Geographic Information System (BAGIS 5)
and Lake, Cook, Kane and McHenry Counties. Well data is from the Illinois State
Geological Survey.
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To interpolate this surface, ArcGIS
Spatial Analyst Extension and the kriging
method were used.

Well point data from the ISGS was generalized
and examined for quality control and queried for
depth and hydroconductivity.

These Cross Section's show the
aquifer units at the edge's of the
BACOG study area.

Cross
Sections

Large Study Area

BACOG Area

consistent with the ISGS state and
regional maps and show considerably
more detail. The Bedrock Topography
map (Figure 2) shows the same general
trend of a lower elevation of bedrock in
the eastern section of the area, and
higher elevations of bedrock in the west.
The Depth to Bedrock Map (Figure 3)
shows the relationship between the
bedrock and the ground surface and has
been very helpful in estimating how far
drillers will have to go before hitting
bedrock. The maps have been tested,
when new wells have been drilled in the
area in recent months and have proven to
be remarkably consistent with actual
subsurface conditions.
The Preliminary Thickness of
Aquifer Materials in Contact with the
Bedrock Surface map (Figure 4) depicts
a good representation of where the basal
aquifer is present, and how thick it may
be. Most importantly, the creation of
this preliminary basal aquifer map shows
planners, scientists, and the GIS Analyst
where aquifer materials are in contact
with the bedrock surface, and how thick
those deposits are.
This unit may not be explicitly
called “the basal aquifer” but the map
does show that in some areas, aquifer
materials are near the ground surface and
are uninterrupted all the way down to the
bedrock. In other areas, this maps shows
that the basal unit is interrupted close to
the bedrock surface by an aquitard or
aquiclude layer. This map shows very
thick deposits of aquifer materials in
certain sections of the BACOG area,
particularly in The Village of Barrington
Hills and near The Village of Tower
Lakes. These areas are symbolized with
a dark blue or pink color. It has been
confirmed, that in these areas drillers
have found mostly sand and gravel
deposits from very near the surface and

"toele" >= 704 AND "toele" <=706
AND "thickness" >10 OR "fromele"
>=699 AND "fromele" <=701 AND
"thickness" >10 OR "fromele" <699
AND "toele" >705
The above query returned the records
that were to be interpolated for the map
layer that represented seven hundred five
feet above mean sea level. The records
were interpolated on hydraulic
conductivity.
The bedrock topography layer
that was created earlier in the study, was
used to control the base of the
interpolated layers. The surface layer,
comprised of USGS DEM’s was used to
control the interpolation at the top of the
model. Layers that intersected either the
surface or the bedrock layer were input
into the raster calculator and added to
that layer, to reflect actual conditions.
An arbitrary value was assigned to the
bedrock or surface unit for that layer and
the remaining values were classified into
units based on the figures in Table 2.
The layer file was then extruded in
ArcScene using its average elevation
above mean sea level. The 2D maps
were stacked according to their elevation
and it created the image of the cross
section seen in Figure 5.
Discussion
The following paragraphs will discuss
the usefulness of the maps that were
generated for this project, an application
of the 3D model, and validation of
model.
The Bedrock and Preliminary
Basal Aquifer Thickness Maps created
for this project have proven very useful
to BACOG. The Bedrock maps are
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upper layers of the model were turned
off. The area was clipped to highlight a
specific area and several points were
created to signify possible new well
locations.

all the way to the bedrock. The results
are consistent with actual conditions in
known areas and even reveal patterns
that were not apparent before this study.
It has been decided that this map is not
for public consumption though, as what
it communicates may be very confusing
for the lay reader. This map was shown
at a meeting among Stakeholders in the
BACOG area and people did draw
inaccurate conclusions from looking at
it.
Application of the Stratigraphic Model
The 3D Model has proven to be
extremely useful to BACOG. The
model can be rotated, and the layers can
be peeled away so the information can
be viewed as it changes at each depth.
The model can be clipped to a smaller
location so that multiple cross sections
are possible, and a smaller area is also
easier to rotate and view. Additionally,
points can be overlaid at any horizontal
location and extruded so that it is
possible to use the model for planning
new well locations, and to plan areas that
need to be protected for conservation
purposes.
Various surface layers and
interpolated subsurface layers can be
overlain on the model to increase the
understanding of the area and its relation
to the subsurface. Figure 6a and 6b
show the model from the top and from
the side. The layers were clipped to
focus on The Village of Barrington
municipal boundaries, which is in
orange.
In addition, the water level was
interpolated using available data in the
water well records and then inserted into
the model. The surface was symbolized
realistically by the USGS DEM and the

Figure 6a. Clipped Section of 3D Model.

Figure 6b. South Side View of Clipped Section.

The information in the model can
also be simplified so that only the units
consisting of aquifer materials are
symbolized. The aquitard and aquiclude
unit’s color information was removed, so
when it was viewed in 3D it was
possible to see how the aquifer units are
connected and their estimated geometry.
The images in Figure 7a and 7b illustrate
this application of the model for The
Village of Barrington.
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Figure 9. Location of ISGS validation wells
(pink) in relation to all of the data points (blue)
used to create the stratigraphic model. The gray
polygon represents the large study area, as seen
in Figure 1.

Figure 7a. 3D Model with aquitard and aquiclude
color information removed. The light blue color
represents aquifer materials, the pink layer is the
interpolated water level, the dark blue color is
the bedrock surface, the orange line is the
Village Boundary, overlain on the transparent
green surface. The yellow point symbolizes a
current municipal well, extruded to the bedrock.

A virtual borehole was drilled by
recording the type of material
encountered in each five-foot layer until
bedrock was reached. Since the
objective of the water resource initiative
was to map the distribution of aquifer
materials in the study area, a comparison
between the occurrences of aquifer
materials in the boreholes was made.
Evaluation criteria included: depth to
bedrock, depth to the aquifer(s), and
thickness of aquifer(s) and the
differences are recorded (Table 1). The
total error was divided by the depth of
the borehole and multiplied by 100 to
arrive at the percent error. The
comparison resulted in an average
accuracy of 63 percent. Accuracy
ranged from 46 to 80 percent 95 percent
of the time.

Figure 7b. South Side View of 3D model with
color information removed.

Preliminary Validation of the
Stratigraphic Model
The recent ISGS mapping initiative
included the drilling of several boreholes
in the BACOG area. The logs of these
boreholes were provided to BACOG and
were used to conduct a preliminary
validation of the BACOG stratigraphic
model. Logs of 13 boreholes were
provided. Figure 9 illustrates a close up
of the sub-area and shows the location of
the ISGS boreholes in relation to the
neighboring water wells.
The ISGS boreholes were located
on the BACOG stratigraphic model.

Conclusions
A greater understanding of groundwater
resources in Northeastern Illinois is
currently in great demand. The resource
is not only necessary for residents who
depend on it, but it must be studied in
order for planners and decision makers
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to decide if it is a sustainable supply for
current and future residents.
The techniques described in this
paper and the resulting maps are one
attempt to meet the demand for a better
understanding of the area’s water
resources. The maps are a very good
representation of baseline conditions in
the area and support further research in
water quality and sustainability by
BACOG. Great care was taken to ensure
and improve the accuracy of existing
data, and data that was obviously
erroneous was not used. A great number
of water well points were used to create
averages for the maps in this research
project. The belief is that these averages
and resulting maps are the best currently
available to support local stakeholders
interested in subsurface conditions for
planning purposes.
The data development associated
with this method is a time consuming
process, as it is with almost any GIS
project. However, once the data is in
place a wide variety of subsurface
mapping information becomes available.
In addition to the maps in this research
paper, many more have been developed
or are currently being developed for
BACOG. Many communities could
possibly benefit by following the model
described in this paper. Furthermore,
GIS methods for mapping groundwater
information would be greatly simplified
or improved, if standards were mandated
so that well drillers and scientists alike
would be able to code well log
information in a way that would be more
easily queried by computers.
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